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Introduction
Each year, the federal budget process through which funds
are allocated to government agencies, including the National
Endowment for the Humanities, begins with hearings before
appropriations subcommittees.
It is at these hearings that
humanities organizations make their case for the funding they
need to continue and expand their programs.
The Federation Board
of Directors in 1988 set as its appropriations goals for FY 1989
a funding level of $25 million for the Division of State Programs
of the NEH and funding parity between NEH and NEA over the next
three years.
The appropriations hearings are an opportunity for groups
such as the state humanities councils to articulate, not only for
Congress but for themselves as well, the role that they play in
American society and the contribution that they make to the
enrichment of the lives of American citizens.
The 1988 hearings
included oral testimony on behalf of the state humanities
councils by Federation President Nancy Stevenson of Illinois and
Executive Director James Veninga of the Texas Committee for the
Humanities.
Annie Dillard submitted written testimony, which
Nancy Stevenson read.
Also testifying, on behalf of the National
Coordinating Conunittee for the Promotion of History, was Stephen
Nissenbaum, Chair of the Massachusetts Foundation for the
Humanities and Public Policy.
Their statements provide an
eloquent description of the value of the public humanities and
their crucial place in American life.
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We all lea~ t:he life of the mind~ Whan ~e teach our
children not to hit Qr steal, we are pas§iqg on the great idea~
of mo~~l philosophy. •hen we ~laim 6~t tights as citizens, we
ift~ORe a soeial contract.
When we defend our freedom or OQ~
neighbors' freedom, we hearken tb one 6£ the most stirrin9 idea§
of westerri t:l101Jght .•
When we decide how to vote, when we pray, when we debate an
:i,s$ye, ~nd when we fall in love, we are participating in toe
humanities. When we reflec,t on the changes in but own lives,
when we ~ecognize some .of the thing~ we love about the wo~1~, ~hd
when we ta~i~t 16ss and death with all 9Yt st~enqth~~we ate
participating in the hy@~riities. All adtilt~ think and choose:
all adglts refle~t and wonder~ The humanities a~d~e$§ our
~eepest ~ontemporary concerns.

Anni.e Diiiard
Middletown, Connecticut
Wtittan testimony submitted tQ tbe
Appropriation~ Su}?crnrnrnittee on the Interior
of the 0.$. ~OU$~ qf Representatives
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Written Testimony
of
Haney Stevenson
President
Federation of State Humanities Councils
My name is Nancy Stevenson.
I am President of the
Federation of State Humanities Councils and I am grateful for
the opportunity to testify today with these distinguished
members of the humanities family.
Whether we represent the interests of educational or
cultural institutions or our individual interests as students,
teachers, as readers or citizens, we come together to support
the breadth of activities in the humanities, for every field-history, as well as physics--needs continued research and
development to remain lively.
We must have fellowships.
~nd we
must all support the preservation and conservation of texts and
artifacts. We need libraries and universities, museums and
public forums.
All work in the humanities--for a general or an
academic audience--profits from attention to these basics.
It is essential that we bring the humanities into the
mainstream of American life.
The humanities have an integral
part to play in the discussion of the major issues of our day.
Many of the great texts of the Western tradition arose in
response to controversy.
It is the humanities which help us
debate national concerns, of ethics, for example--medical,
business or political.
It is the humanities which help us plumb
the reflections of the elderly, break down the barriers of
isolation, allow us to talk to each other across differences of
race, gender or family experience, help communities inventory
their bonds of history and place, console in sorrow and, no less
important in American life, the humanities give us delight,
wonder, laughter.
Recognizing this importance, the Federation requests an
increase in funding for the NEH over a three-year period until
it reaches parity with the NEA.
We do not wish to diminish
support for the arts but to show by equal funding that our
society values the institutions which feed our curiosity,
provide access to ideas, help us process the information with
which we are bombarded, and give us opportunities for civic
conversation.
The Federation requests an allocation of $25 million for
the state humanities councils for FY1989.
Congress created the
state humanities councils to bring the general public and the
scholar together in conversation and discovery for their mutual
benefit.
After fifteen years of development the state programs
now have a body of evidence proving that the idea is an
5

overwhelming success.
Each council has a rotating board of
volunteers, half academic and half public members.
We estimate
that there have been nearly 10,000 active participants on state
boards and many times that many who have worked on our programs.
These boards are supported by small staffs.
By knowing their states and reaching out to other civic and
cultural institutions, the councils make connections between and
among groups where none existed before and where it has been
assumed effective linkages could not be made.
For example, the
Illinois Humanities Council funded "Looking Backward to Look
Forward," a community history project conducted by Bethel New
Life, a then relatively unknown center in an all black area of
the near-west side of Chicago, where there were few social
programs of any kind.
Unearthing and collecting the stories of
the community was one of the first steps taken by Bethel New
Life toward community redevelopment.
Now, several years later,
Bethel New Life has initiated several job creating cottage
industries, built self-help housing, started a comprehensive
health clinic and is beginning a cultural plan for the
community.
Other institutions are beginning to invest there.
In preparation for this testimony, I interviewed Lynda
VonDreele, the leader of "Looking Backward to Look Forward.''
She tells why Bethel New Life began economic planning with a
history project: "You can't do redevelopment without the
underpinnings.
Bricks and mortar do not make a community.
It
takes the recognized abilities of people, commitment to human
values and institutions to make a community whole.
The people
who settled here came to the North to seek educational
opportunities and freedoms they could not find in the South at
that time.
They participated in cultural activities, left
memories, scrapbooks, stories of pride and achievement.
By
pointing back to the fabric of this community, it helps people
reach int0 those values and pull them out again.
I agree with
director, 'you can't do economic development without
histories.'"
It is worth taking note of how state councils spend the
money you allocate.
The group requesting regrant funds from a
council assumes at least half of the cost of the program.
At
the outset, therefore, the government money is doubled.
Then,
the grantee and state council often raise additional funds from
private sources in support of the project, multiplying the
government investment once again. When we have treasury funds
to award, those funds are not released until the grantee has
gathered all its resources.
Thus, the government's money is not
spent until the project is a sure thing.
Further, state
councils now create their own programs to fill special needs
turning to local sources for added funds.
In Illinois, we
estimate that each federal dollar generates three dollars within
the state from individual, corporate, and philanthropic sources
for public humanities projects.
6

State councils are models of the federal process at work.
The programs in each state reflect the state concerns, strengths
and population. Vermont and Florida have reading programs in
public libraries reaching people in small communities throughout
the state.
Pennsylvania celebrated "The Year of the
Pennsylvania Writer" with eight regional conferences involving
both writers and readers.
The discussions of biography,
history, poetry reached beyond the conference audiences through
newspaper supplements, book displays and exhibits in public
libraries, and forty satellite events. Virginia brought leaders
in science, medicine, industry and government together with
scholars of history, law, theology, philosophy for three public
discussions on controversial issues: "Coal: Its Environment, its
Future," "Intelligence Testing," and "Genetic Engineering."
Massachusetts provided a scholars-in-residence program for
police officers in collaboration with the Massachusetts Criminal
Justice Training Council to designed to help the police with the
difficult ethical and discretionary decisions they face on a
daily basis.
Oregon combined a major exhibit, a lecture series,
teacher institute, tabloid reader, slide-talk show to create
lively and informed debate about "Liberty under Law: Magna Carta
to the Constitution."
The councils have impact on issues of national concern,
such as education.
Connecticut began teacher institutes in
1977, well before the series of reports about the crisis in
education.
By 1985, it was reported that 39 state councils had
conducted or sponsored over 300 programs for teacher
development.
The Florida Council provides teacher training for
the state.
The California and Rhode Island councils have
initiated programs of scholars in the schools which are now
spreading across the country as the teacher institutes did years
ago.
The beauty of these state council initiatives is that they
start small, they grow out of a local network linking
universities, cultural institutions with the schools, and they
work.
Good ideas and successful formats spread rapidly through
the national network of state councils.
Collaboration and
sharing are tools the councils know how to use.
Federal support created the state councils and this
committee has been a vital force in their development.
The
state programs have broadened their base beyond government
funding and will continue to expand their means and their
mission.
The Federation of State Humanities Councils is
committed to work with the councils to provide new resources.
The excitement generated by these programs is a challenge to
fill unmet needs.
More communities should be given the
opportunity to "look backward in order to move forward."
More
high school teachers should have the opportunity to take some
time for research and discussion with scholars in order to take
new vigor and inspiration to their classrooms.
More citizens
7

Shbtild B~ &Bl~ t6 tal.k and think together about the values they
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Written Testimony
of
James Veninga
Executive Director
Texas Committee for the Humanities

Mr Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I
am very pleased to appear before you to discuss the vitally
important work of the state humanities councils.
My name is James F. Veninga, and I have served as Executive
Director of the Texas Committee for the Humanities since 1975.
I have had the good fortune of observing and participating in
the growth and development of this national program. What began
as an experiment in public humanities has become an
institutional reality. This remarkable program is serving the
humanities well. More importantly, it is serving American
democracy well.
I am pleased to offer thoughts as to why this
is so.
A very useful report was published this past November by a
group of nationally recognized scholars, writers, and
educational administrators, titled The Humanities and the
American Promise. Over the course of eighteen months, the
Colloquium on the Humanities and the American People met at the
University of Virginia on four different occasions to "discuss
the relationship--as it has been and as it should be--between
adult Americans and those areas of intellectual activity known
as the humanities."
The report underscores the progress that has been made in
our country in providing learning opportunities in the
humanities for adult Americans. While the Colloquium did not
set out to examine or evaluate any particular institution or
program, it did devote considerable space in its report to state
humanities councils. The report notes how the state councils
have "given shape to a curriculum in the humanities [that]
appears to satisfy a real social need, even a hunger, felt by
many adults." Every year, according to the Federation of State
Humanities Councils, upwards of 25 million Americans take part
or benefit from approximately 4,000 humanities programs-conferences, symposia, library reading programs, lectures,
exhibits, film, and special radio and television programs.
But what, one must ask, is the shape and content of this
curriculum, and in what ways does this curriculum and the
programs that flow from it serve the humanities and American
democracy?
The shape is wide and deep. The curriculum encompasses all
the traditional disciplines of the humanities as well as newer
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interdisciplinary studies, including women's studies, Black
studies, Mexican-American studies, Native-American studies,
medical and environmental ethics, film studies, and folklore and
folk culture.
The curriculum includes concern for traditional
subjects--the history of ideas in Western culture, major themes
in American and European literature, the history of American
politics, and so forth.
But it also includes concern for newer
subjects and interests, including, for example, the impact of
television on American society, ethical issues arising from
advances in medical technology, land use and other environmental
concerns, civil rights, and the problem of punishment vs.
rehabilitation in recent American penal theory and practice.
As with the case of curricula in schools or universities,
this curriculum for public humanities in America can best be
described by application--particular projects that provide
learning opportunities for Americans.
I begin with a few
examples of projects funded by the Texas Committee for the
Humanities.
Last October, 2,500 citizens from San Antonio and
surrounding cities attended the third annual Inter-American
Bookfair, established to highlight contemporary literature south
and north of the United States-Mexico border.
In conjunction
with the Fair, in which 70 presses displayed 1,000 new book
titles, there were lectures, readings, and discussion programs.
Writer and actress Maya Angelou gave a dazzling presentation to
an audience of 600.
Her theme was' the power of poetry, the
ability of words to lift the human spirit and to understand the
human legacy.
Chilean novelist Isabel Allende, who has lived in
Venezuela since the Pinochet coup in 1973, read passages from
her latest novel and discussed its social, political and
cultural background.
As noted by a San Antonio newspaper,
"Allende's slight, trembling voice gave evidence to the horror
of the book's inspiration, almost as if she could not bear to
read the words she had written."
Literature was also the focus for a project in Dallas--but
this time the focus was on classical works.
The Dallas
Institute of Humanities and Culture, a remarkable communitybased organization founded a decade ago, sponsored, with support
from the Texas Committee, the NEH, and local donors, an
intensive four-week summer institute for secondary school
teachers in the North Texas area. Fifty-two teachers of English
participated in a rigorous course of study in tragedy and
comedy, focusing on great works of literature in the Western
tradition.
Evaluation reports received from the participants
are moving and give hope for the further renewal of the
humanities in our schools.
"I discovered anew the love of
teaching that drew me into the profession in the first place,"
wrote one teacher.
Another: "I think that I can say, without a
doubt, that every one of us has been transformed in a profound
10

way by our experience here at the Institute." And another: "The
reinforcement received sent us back to our jobs with a renewed
sense of excitement and commitment."
Part of the strength of the curriculum that underlies the
state humanities program has been a deep concern for the
relationship between the humanities and issues of contemporary
public life.
Last fall, the Institute for the Humanities at
Salado, with major funding from the Texas Committee, sponsored a
three-day conference entitled "Understanding Evil."
The Salado
Institute, located in a small village 40 miles north of Austin,
has emerged as a symbol of the growth of public humanities in
the state and nation.
The confeience, attended by 250 citizens-the maximum number that local facilities could handle--brought
together an extraordinary group of scholars, writers, and
thinkers--psychoanalyst Rollo May, former member of Congress
Barbara Jordan, author and professor of history Jeffrey Russell,
author and Rockefeller Foundation president Richard Lyman,
professor and minister Samuel Proctor, holocaust scholar Raul
Hilberg--to name a few--to case light on this darkest of
subjects, what Sir Laurens Van der Post, speaking to the
audience on film from his home in London, described as "the
greatest problem of our time."
What an extraordinary event--250 Texans, from all walks of
life, willing to give up a weekend to learn what some of the
world's greatest thinkers--past and present--have to say about
the nature of evil.
This conference was covered by most of the
major daily newspapers in the state and by the Boston Globe and
the Chicago Tribune. And on the 28th of this month, a 90-minute
documentary film of this event, narrated by Bill Moyers, will be
broadcast nationally on PBS.
I believe these Texas programs are representative of the
state program nationally and representative of the components of
a very rich national curriculum for adult Americans.
For example, the Maine Humanities Council is devoting
considerable resources to a multi-faceted project focusing on
the history of exploration and settlement in the Northeast
region from 1498 to 1700.
This project is drawing on the
insights of scholars from multiple disciplines in developing a
traveling exhibition of maps, a symposium, an international
conference, and other public programs.
In the Midwest, the Great Plains Chautauqua, sponsored by
humanities councils in North and South Dakota, Nebraska, and
Kansas, is in its tenth year.
The heart of the Chautauqua
program is the nightly open-air tent performance in which an
historical character--Thomas Jefferson, Abigail Adams, Henry
Adams, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, among others--delivers a 35minute monologue followed by a 50-minute dialogue with the
11

audience.
This program continues to expand, to generate spinoff programs, and to gather such a following that families plan
vacations around the programs and communities compete vigorously
for the privilege of hosting the scholars who play these
historical figures.
The Illinois Humanities Council, with funding from the NEH
and the MacArthur Foundation, continues its remarkable six-year
program emphasis on "Inventing Illinois."
The Council is
supporting projects throughout the state that explore each year
a range of topics--the settlement of the state, working in
Illinois, and the nature of leadership.
These and thousands of other efforts sponsored each year
demonstrate the extent to which this curriculum and program are
of, by, and for the people.
The program is of the people in
that---State councils respond to worthy projec-r-ideas of local,
community-based organizations and institutions.
The program is
by the people in that all councils are governed by volunteer
citizens and all councils call upon interested citizens and
various constituencies in developing program plans.
And the
program is for the people in that the mission of all the
councils is"'""'t'O enhance public understanding and appreciation of
the humanities.
Yet it is true that from time to time the state humanities
program has had its critics.
There have been those who believe
that the humanities belong inside the academy, and that
endeavors in the humanities outside the academy are somehow
inferior.
And there have be~n those whd tend to believe that
the work of councils, like the work of scholars in the academy,
should shy away from controversial issues of contemporary life,
that scholars in the humanities have little to contribute to
analysis of policy concerns.
Fortunately, the work of state
councils proves these critics to be wrong.
Indeed, it can be demonstrated that this national
curriculum in public humanities has enriched immeasurable
scholars in the humanities and the academy itself.
I think
particularly of the work of state councils on state and regional
studies, on women's history, on minority history and culture, on
folk culture, and on other subjects that have called for
interdisciplinary work.
These efforts have had a most positive
impact on our schools and colleges and universities.
One of the great challenges facing the next generation of
scholars will be that of integration and synthesis.
In the
development of public school and university curricula, in the
writing of history books and in the editing of readers and
anthologies, such work needs to be done to incorporate
scholarship in the newer disciplines into traditional studies,
courses, and progress.
In meeting this challenge, these
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scholars will do well to look to the state humanities program
where integration and synthesis form the heart of what we do,
melding the old and the new, relating the past to the present,
the traditional with the non-traditional, the known with the
unknown, the comfortable with the uncomfortable.
The charter for the NEH includes the mandate to help create
and sustain a climate that encourages freedom of thought,
imagination, and inquiry.
It gives me great pleasure to report
that the state councils are hard at work meeting this mandate.
Although much has been accomplished, we know that our work
to advance public understanding of and appreciation for the
humanities has only begun. We also know that recent
accomplishments would not have happened without the strong
support of this Subcommittee.
During the past seven years, state councils have labored in
an environment that threatened greatly reduced federal support.
Indeed, despite the diligent efforts of many, the amount
appropriated in outright funds for state councils for FY1988,
$21.3 million, is $500,000 less than the amount appropriated for
FY1984 and $2.6 million less than the amount appropriated for
FY1981.
State councils continue to make dramatic progress in
securing corporate, foundation, and individual contributions-as well as state appropriations--to support their programs,
although Treasury Matching funds, our best stimulus to private
giving, have not kept pace with the expanded opportunities that
have come with a maturing program; indeed, there have been
reductions in these funds.
Councils in a number of states that have not benefited from
generally good economic times have been particularly hard hit.
Texas, for instance, remains in a deep recession, and the total
revenues of the Texas Committee for the Humanities, compared to
198, are down by approximately 30 percent--a percentage that
reflects declines in both federal and private funding.
To ensure a strong and vibrant state humanities program and
to move the program forward, I endorse completely the proposal
of the Federation of State Humanities Councils that the state
program be funded at $25 million in fiscal year 1989.
I also believe that steps should be taken this year to
ensure that the National Endowment for the Humanities, by fiscal
year 1991, achieve funding parity with the National Endowment
for the Arts.
I know of no sound argument that can be put
forward as to why the present imbalance in funding for the arts
and the humanities should continue.
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One ;fiqg~ in the authorizing legislation fo~ the NEH a
vision of A1tlerica as a learning society. One finds a vision of
citiz~hs irt t6Uch with history and GUltyre, a Vision of citizens
understanding the world abo'Jt-tbern, and a vision of citizen$
tianslating this understandirtg into civic action. This vision
is as important today ~s it was in 1.965~ Perhaps it is mote
important, :for the world cgnt!r:rnes to grow in complexity. The
well-being of the n~tion and 0£ our democratic institutions
depE!nds o~ a thought:fuli reflective citi~E!nry~
The curriculum t ti~t I have been describing and the proje~ts
that flow f~.orn it Uhdetg.ird and carry out this-vision. This
curticulumi unique in the hist;9ry of-the fiationi isj as I have
noted~ of by aqg fQ~ the people.
It draws i.ts strength f~O([I the
imagination-and ~reativity of the Ame~ic~n people.
Our ·goal is to help weave the hum~nities into the social
:fabt ic of America~ $tate Gouncils ate piann ing now the
programs., empbases and projects that will take them into the
1990s, e£fotts that involve nothing less ifi intent than the
opening of the American mind. The humanities, like lite itself,
a~e in&erently torwaid-1ooking.
w~ ate ddi.fig that, and l th~Qk
you, M~· dhaitman, and the distingui~heg members of this
SybCqIJlm:!.t:tee, for your continued (;ornmft:!fiefit and support.
Match 17, 1988
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Written Testimony
of
Stephen Nissenbaum
Professor of History
University of Massachusetts
Chairman Yates, I am Stephen Nissenbaum, Professor of
History at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst,
Massachusetts.
I am here to testify about the FY 1988
appropriation for the National Endowment for the Humanities.
I
do so on behalf of 35 historical organizations which
collectively comprise the National Coordinating Committee for
the Promotion of History. (The largest of these are the American
Historical Association and the Organization of American
Historians.)
This is a time when many voices lament the waning of our
sen s e o f h i s to r y- - o u r co 11 e c t i v e " Amer i can Hi s to r y • "
Bu t i t i s
also a time when historians, whether as scholars, teachers, or
public humanists, have been working assiduously and
imaginatively to devise strategies to preserve and enrich that
collective memory.
The National Endowment for the Humanities
has played a notable role in supporting our effort.
Perhaps the
best way I can represent my profession on this occasion is by
sharing with you something of how my own professional work has
intersected with the NEH.
The Endowment was established by Congress in 1965.
Three
years later, I earned my doctorate in early American cultural
history.
Since that time I have been actively trying to make
links between my work as a scholar and my work as a teacher,
and, more recently, between both of those and what has rather
awkwardly been called the "public humanities."
There have been three principal occasions when my work has
been supported by the NEH.
Let me describe each of them.
First, about a decade ago, I received from what is now called
the Division of Fellowships and Seminars a generous stipend that
permitted me to take an entire year's leave of absence from my
teaching duties.
(The maximum fellowship stipend at that time
was, as I recall, $20,000--an amount that amply covered what was
then my salary for the entire year.
To put matters in
perspective, the current maximum fellowship stipend is now up to
$27,500--an amount that would barely permit me to go on leave
for a single semester!)
What did the Endowment--and the public--receive in return
for its support? First, I completed a book on which I had been
working for some years, a book about sexuality, diet, and health
in mid-19th century America--a period when many Americans became
obsessed for the first time with physical fitness, and convinced
that their well-being depended on strict control of their
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dietary and sexual practices.
I came to this subject at about
the same moment that many Americans were once again looking to
fitness as a way to achieve well-being.
My book, Sex, Diet, and
Debility in Jacksonian America tried to illuminate the tensions
of Jacksonian society, but also helped provide a perspective on
those of our own culture.
During the same fellowship year, I collaborated with my
colleague Paul Boyer to edit a three-volume collection that
brought into print for the first time the complete testimonies
and legal documents associated with the Salem witchcraft trials
of 1692.
Finally, I made substantial progress that year on a
third major project: studying the career of Nathaniel Hawthorne
to explore the development of authorship as a profession in midn ineteenth-century America.
I later published two essays about
Hawthorne, one of them an introduction to the new Modern Library
edition of The Scarlet Letter.
Each of the books and essays that resulted from my
fellowship year acknowledges with pride the support I received
from the NEH.
The Endowment asks for such acknowledgement, and
it would be a breach of manners not to provide it
But my
colleagues around the nation and abroad are well aware that an
NEH award also carried the assurance that a proposal has
survived ta rigorous compet.ition by a jury of one's scholarly
peers.
The Endowment's "imprimatur," as one historian has
termed it, is a badge of honor.
But that "imprimatur" is only a s ide-ef feet of the
Endowment's support and not its purpose. What NEH support is
really for is to assist scholars in making broadly available to
their colleagues and students, and to the American public, the
historical resources (whether in the form of documentary
materials, interpretations, or teaching strategies) that can
preserve and enrich the public memory.
For example, the threevolume collection of Salem witchcraft documents I co-edited a
decade ago has been used in most of the articles and books
written about the subject since that time, and those writings
have reached a wide audience through textbooks, plays, and even
television.
My second major experience with an NEH-sponsored project is
a case in point.
In 1983-84 I served as historical advisor to a
movie about the Salem witchcraft trials, a three-hour
"docudrama" aired on the PBS American Playhouse series.
It bore
the title "Three Sovereigns for Sarah," and starred Vanessa
Redgrave as a woman accused of witchcraft in 1692.
Production
of the movie was supported by what I have been told was then the
single largest one-year grant ever awarded by the NEH.
"Three
Sovereigns for Sarah" was based--loosely--on a book, Salem
Possessed, which I had previously written in collaboration with
my colleague Paul Boyer; and the film also made extensive use of
16

the testimonies included in the three-volume collection of
documents that Professor Boyer and I had prepared during my NEHsupported fellowship year.
Because of the conditions of the
NEH's grant to the producer--let me emphasize that point--! was
able to play a significant role in revising the original
screenplay of "Three Sovereigns for Sarah," and I was also able
to be present on the movie set, in constant contact with the
cast and crew, during the six weeks the film was in production.
While the filmmaker did not accept all my suggestions, I
believe that "Three Sovereigns for Sarah" has helped its viewers
understand that the Salem witch trials were not some senseless
aberration but rather that they were the troubled and plausible
acts of ordinary and even well-meaning men, women, and children.
Drawing on my book Salem Possessed, the film suggested that the
accusations of witchcraft were part of a larger social crisis,
and not the product of "superstition" or "hysteria." (Do we use
such words when we wish to reassure ourselves that it is only
people who are not fully "human" who are capable of doing
terrible things?)
My third major experience with the NEH has been with the
Division of State Programs.
That experience began in 1985, when
I was elected a member of my state humanities council, the
Massachusetts Foundation for Humanities and Public Policy, and
it continued last year when the Foundation board elected me its
Chair.
The MFH&PP provides a splendid instance of collaboration
between humanities scholars, the public, and a federal agency.
It is also a microcosm of the NEH itself.
The Massachusetts
Foundation operates on a relatively small scale, and with what I
believe is remarkable efficiency.
Our total regrant budget for
FY'88 is just over $300,000.
Our major grants rarely exceed
$15,000; and our "mini-grants" are for no more than $1,500.
A
very large proportion of our grants go to support historical
projects: for example, a series of lectures about the history of
Jewish women in America; a conference on the history of AfroAmer ican women and the vote; a museum exhibit displaying the
long history of Boston's black population; a portable
bicentennial play called "The Other Boston Tea Party" and a
specially commissioned film about Shays' Rebellion (two projects
that celebrated the Constitution's bicentennial).
Most recently
the Foundation has conducted a major project, supported mostly
with non-federal funds, which has placed scholars who will
explore the changing nature of work over the past fifty years,
in active collaboration with residents of the five communities.
I can think of no better example of historical scholarship
transformed into--and generated by--the public humanities.
As a humanities scholar who has now worked on both sides of
the desk--as a recipient and also a grantor of public monies--!
can assure you that this system works.
It is productive.
It
makes a difference.
And it is lean and accountable, depending
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on many hours of volunteered time and skill.
That is a point I
wish to emphasize--the willingness of scholars to donate their
time to the NEH, by reading proposals, for example, or serving
on panels.
Take the board of the Massachusetts Foundation for
Humanities and Public Policy, for example. Ours is a working
board, whose twenty-four members carefully read, discuss, and
act on close to 100 proposals each year.
For all this time and
work we receive no financial compensation. We do it out of the
conviction that we must give something back in return for the
support each of us has received.
But we also do i~ out of the
conviction that our service is important, that it makes a real
difference in the shape of public policy and the texture of
people's lives.
This year, for the first time, President Reagan has
recommended level funding (rather than massive cuts) for the
NEH.
That is a triumph to be celebrated, and I congratulate the
Congress on forcing it.
Still, it is not enough.
The
President's funding recommendation actually contains a cut of
about 800,000 in four of the Endowment's Divisions: the
Divisions of Education (a $200,000 cut), Fellowships and
Seminars ($200,000), General Programs ($300,000) and State
Programs ($100,000).
To offset the reduction in these four
Divisions is a proposed increase of $700,000 in the
administration of the Endowment, to be used primarily, as I
understand, for the purpose of upgrading computers and
increasing staff salaries.
I hope I am speaking for my
profession when I say I wholeheartedly support that increase-but not at the expense of program funds.
In fact, the four
programs that would be reduced by the President's proposal .
happen to be the very four that have directly influenced my own
work.
Please understand how difficult it is--and also how
important--for scholars, in the midst of teaching and academic
service obligations, to find the solid blocks of time required
for concentrated research and writing.
Those activities require
as much hard work as the most strenuous physical labor, and as
much careful preparation as any athletic event.
At my own
institution, the University of Massachusetts, faculty members
are expected to be productive scholars, but we can expect to
receive only a single semester of compensated leave every seven
years.
During the nineteenth century, my own period of historical
specialization, the public provided even less support for
humanities scholarship.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, writing about "The
American Scholar" in 1837, descrited a bleak situation.
A truly
original scholar, Emerson suggested, "plies the slow, unhonored,
and unpaid task of observation," and stands in a "state of
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Ernets6I1 lainented that
virtual hostility" to American $OC:i:ety.
•ipublic and private ~vai::i~e make the air we breathe thi~k ~n~
f~t"; so tha~ there ~as fino work for any but tbe decotous and
complaisant."
·
imetsOI1's w6rds apply only in part to 6tii current
situation.
Yes, it would seein once ag~in that "public and
pri~ate a~arice" have made the air we bteathe "thick and fat."
But thi$ may be as fat as it goes. Today there surely 1§
"w9i::k''-=rnuch \·io:tk~-f.ot those who are neithe.i::- "decorous'' nor
"c6inplaisant." For twenty-three yeats the National Endowment to~
the ttu.man!t!es, as cultural tepresentative Qf toe people, has
done its part to help in$tHe that even though the work of the
American Scholar nece$§ar i.ly .tema ins ;, slow," it is no longe~
wholly 11 1.mbonoted'' or even ''unpaid."
Emeq;on woyJd be
··
pleasantly surprised at what the Endowment~~and the Congress-has done to help presetVe out ~ublic historical memory.
Fo~
that I thank you in the na.me of my colleagues, and I urge you
not to let us down now.
March 17, 1988
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Biographies of Witnesses
Annie Dillard, native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is
adjunct professor of English at Wesleyan University. She has
published five books, including Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, which
won the Pulitzer Prize for nonfiction in 1974.
Her most recent
book, An American Childhood, describes her experiences growing
up in the 1950s.
Nancy Stevenson, President of the Federation of State
Humanities Councils, is a founding director of the National
Building Museum, a member of the advisory committee of the
Landmarks Preservation Council of Illinois, and a trustee of the
University of Chicago.
She has served on the board of the
Lincoln Park Zoo and the Chicago Urban League.
She received her
M.A. in American history from American University.
James F. Veninga has been Executive Director of the Texas
Committee for the Humanities since 1975.
He has an M.A. and a
Ph.D. in History and Religious Studies from Rice University and
in 1984 served as Visiting Professor of American Studies and
History at the University of Texas/Austin.
He writes frequently
on the role of the humanities in American public life and has
served as editor and co-editor, respectively, of The
Biographer's Gift, and Vietnam in Remission.
Stephen Nissenbaum, professor of history at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, is the Chair of the Massachusetts
Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy.
He is the
author of Salem Possessed: The Social Origins of Witchcraft,
which was nominated for a National Book Award in 1975, and Sex,
Diet, and Debility in Jacksonian America: Sylvester Graham and
Health Reform.
He has lectured widely on various aspects of
Early American and 19th century American history, has served on
numerous panels, and was historical advisor for the "American
Playhouse" production, "Three Sovereigns for Sarah."
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Edward P. Boland, MA
Les Aucoin, OR
Tom Bevill, AL

Ralph Regula, OH
Ranking Minority Member
Joseph M. McDade, PA
Bill Lowery, CA
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DIRECTORY OF STATE HUMANITIES COUNCILS
March 1988
Connecticut Humanities Council
41 Lawn Avenue
Wesleyan Station
Middletown, CT 06457
203/347-6888 or 347-3788
Chair: Ann Y. Smith
Ex. Dir.: Bruce Fraser

Alabama Humanities Foundation
Box 2280
Samford University
800 Lakeshore Drive
Birmingham, AL 35229
205/870-2300
Chair: William H. Chance
Ex. Dir.: Robert Stewart

Delaware Humanities Forum
2600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19806 302/573-4410
Chair: Dennis N. Forney
Ex. Dir.: Henry Hirschbiel

Alaska Humanities Forum
430 West 7th Avenue, Suite 101
Anchorage, AK 99501
907/272-5341
Chair: Gary Wilson
Ex. Dir.: Gary Holthaus

D.C. Community Humanities Council
1331 H Street, NW, Suite 310
Washington, D.C. 20005
202/347-1732
Co-Chairs: Janet Hampton
Alan Jabbour
Ex. Dir.: Francine c. Cary

Arizona Humanities Council
2828 North Central, Suite #111
Phoenix, AZ 85004
602/279-3593
Chair: Myrna Harrison
Ex. Dir.: Lorraine Frank

Florida Endowment for
the Humanities
3102 North Habana Avenue, #300
Tampa, FL 33607
813/272-3473
Chair: Michael Bass
Ex. Dir.: ~nn Henderson

Arkansas Endowment for
the Humanities
Remmell Bldg., Suite 120
1010 W. Third Street
Little Rock, AR 72201
501/372-2672
Chair: Mark Auburn
Ex. Dir.: Jane Browning

Georgia Endowment for
the Humanities
1556 Clifton Road, NE
Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322
404/727-7500
Chair: Thomas Brewer
Ex. Dir.: Ronald Benson

California Council for
the Humanities
312 Sutter, Suite 601
San Francisco, CA 94108
415/391-1474
Chair: Constance Carroll
Ex. Dir.: James Quay

Hawaii Committee for
the Humanities
First Hawaiian Bank Building
3599 Waialae Avenue, Room 23
Honolulu, HI 96816
808/732-5402
Chair: Loretta D. Petri
Ex. Dir.: Annette Lew

Colorado Endowment for
the Humanities
1836 Blake Street, Suite 100
Denver, CO 80202
303/292-4458
Chair: Ira Plotkin
Ex. Dir.: James Pierce
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IdahQ llum.aoities councii
300, LBJ Building
650 west State Street
Boise, ID 83720

Endowment for
t.he HumatH ties
TBe Tefi-0-0ne Building
1001 How~rd Av~nue, Stiite 3110
New Orleans, LA 70113

l~oom

2 0 8 I~ 4 ~ -5 3 4. 6

5 04/52 3-4 35.2

Ch~it: SUsan S~etnam
Ex~ Dir.: Th9s. McClaoahan

Chair: Frase~ Snowden
Ex. ~i~.: Michael Sartisky

Illinois Humanities Council
61S south Michigan
Chic,go 1 It 60605

Humanitie~

Maine
P.Q.

312/939-5212

60~

CQQ_PGil

7202

371 Ouffiberland Avenue
Portland, ME 04112
207/773-50.51
Chair: ~nOe S~ott
Ex. Dir.: Dorothy Schwart:z:

Chair; Cull9m D~vis
Ex. Dir.: R6bert Klaus
Indiana Committee for
the Humanities
1500 North Delaware street
Indianapolis, IN 46~0~

Ma:r;yl~o4

Jl7/638~1500

humanities council
516-N. Char.les St., Suite 201
Saltimo,e, MD 21201

Chair: Pian~ C. Leslie
~x. Dir.~ K~rtneth Gladish

Ch~ir~

301/625-48:30

Ex.

Iowa Humanities Board
Oakdale Campus
University of Iowa
Iowa City 1 I A 52~42
319/335-4153
Chair: Darwin r. Tu~ner
Ek. Dir~: tionald Drak~

R. Cr~sap Davis
Dir.: Naomi CQllin~

Massachusetts Foundation for
H~_anities and Public Policy

1 Woodbridge Street
South Hadley, MA 01075
413/536-lJ85
Chair: $tepb~n w. Nissenbaum.
Ex. Di.r.: David T$b~l,gi

K~gs~s

Committee for
the Hgm~giti·es
ll~ W. 6tb St., Suite 210
Top~xa. KS
66603
913/357-0359
Chair: Owen Roeppe
Ex. Oi~~= M~~ion Cott

Michigan Council

the

fQ~

Humaniti~$

Nisbet Bldg., Suite 3~
1407 s. Ha~~i~bn Rbad
East tansing, MI 48824
517/J55-0l60
Chair: J6hn Wright
Ex. Diti: R6fia1a Mean~

Kentucky Humanit:ie.$ Cogncil
417 Cliftofi AV~fitie
Uoi~~f~it~ of Kentucky
Lexifi9t6fi, KY 40506-044~
60 6/2 5 7-.5 932

Minnesota Humaniti~~ doD.UDission
580 Park Square ¢~.
6th & Sibley
St. Paul, MN 55101

Chair: Nancy Fotde~hase
Ex. Dir.~ Ramona Lti~pkin

61i1224.,..5739

Chair: Mary Ellen Schmider
Ex. pir:.: Cpe.~yl Dickson
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Mississippi Committee for
the Humanities
3825 Ridgewood Road, Room 111
Jackson, MS 39211
601/982-6752
Chair: Ted J. Alexander
Ex. Dir.: Cora Norman

New Jersey Committee for
the Humanities
73 Easton Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
201/932-7726
Chair: Timothy Crist
Ex. Dir.: Miriam L. Murphy

Missouri Humanities Council
4144 Lindell Blvd., Suite 210
St. Louis, MO 63108
314/531-1254
Chair: Walter Daniel
Ex. Dir.: Christine J. Reilly

New Mexico Endowment for
the Humanities
209 Onate Hall
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
505/277-3705
Chair: M. Christine Armijo
Ex. Dir.: D. Nathan Sumner

Montana Committee for
the Humanities
P.O. Box 8036
Hellgate Station
Missoula, MT 59807
406/243-6022
Chair: Susan Heyneman
Ex. Dir.: Margaret Kingsland

New York Council for
the Humanities
198 Broadway, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10038
212/233-1131
Chair: Elizabeth Janeway
Ex. Dir.: Jay Kaplan

Nebraska Committee for
the Humanities
Lincoln Ctr. Bldg., #422
215 Centennial Mall South
Lincoln, N& 68508
402/474-2131
Chair: Charles J. Dougherty
Ex. Dir.: Jane R. Hood

North Carolina Humanities
Council
112 Foust Building, UNC-G
Greensboro, NC 27412
919/334-5325
Chair: Janice Faulkner
Ex. Dir.: Alice Barkley

Nevada Humanities Committee
P.O. Box 8029
1101 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89507
702/784-6587
Chair: Wilbur Shepperson
Ex. Dir.: Judith Winzeler

North Dakota Humanities Council
P. 0. Box 2191
B i s ma r ck , N°D 5 8 5 0 2
701/663-1948
Chair: Astrid Anderson
Ex. Dir.: Everett Albers
Ohio Humanities Council
760 Pleasant Ridge Avenue
Columbus, OH 43209
614/231-6879
Chair: Thomas Van Nortwick
Ex. Dir.: Charles C. Cole

New Hampshire Council for
the Humanities
15 South Fruit Street
Concord, NH 03301
603/224-4071
Chair: Nancy Marashio
Ex. pir.: Charles Bickford
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o~l~tioma

Foundation for
the Humanities

South Dakota C:QIDIDittee on
tile fimg,~giiiies
~QX

Ei~tutive Ter.race Bldg.
Suite 500
2809 N6tth~~~t E~pressway
O~l~bom~ City, OK 73112
4 0 s I 8 4 0 -17 21 .

Chai~:
~x.

~.

D~vi~

Station

SD 57007
605/68e-61J3
Chait: Freda Hosen
Ei. Dir.: john Whalan

b~ird
Tenne!ii!ii~e JJgm~rni t;;ies

Dir.: Afiita May

Coune i 1

P.O. Box 24767
Na s hv i 1 Le , TN 3 7 2 0 2

OJiegog Commit.tee for
the Humanities
418 s.w. Washington, #410
Po~tl~nd,

UfiiVat~ity

7050,

B~6dkifigsi

6l5/3~0-7001
dhait~ Miit6fi

Kie.in
Ex. Dir.: Robert Chec:ith~m

OR 97204

503/241-0543
pavid C. Olson
Ex. Dit.~ Riabard Lewis

Texas Committee for
the Hum~~ities

l>e1msylvania Humanities
Council
320 Walnut Str~at, #305

1604 Nueces
Austin, T~ 78701
512/473=8585
Chair: Ellen Temple
Ex. Dir.: Jame~ ~eninga

Chai~:

Philadelphia, PA 19106
Zl~/925,.,.1005

Qt~!! ~gc:loW111ent;. fo:t

Ghait: Martha Montgomery
Ek. Dir.: Craig Eisendrath

ten West

S~n

Jq~n

P9$t~l s~4307
a~ euatt6 Ri~o

00904
era9/121,,..2 0a1
Ch~i~~ Eladi6 R~ Quinones
Ei. Dit.: Arturo MoralesCarrion

VermQnt; Goqgcil <>fi the Humanities
p .o. B<,:>x ~ 8
Hyde Park, VT 05655
802/888-3183
Ch~i~: Deonis Debevac
E~. Dir.: Vict6r Swenson.

Rhode Island committee for
the Humanities
60 Ship Street
~rovjdence, RI 02903

Virgin.ia Foundation for
tbe Humanities

401/27J-2i$0

Chair: B~uce Bradley
~x. Dir.~ Th6~a~ R6betts

Uoivetsity of Virginia
19 39 J vy Road
Cti~i;:].ottesVille, VA 22903
e"4 /9 2 4 """3 2 9 6
Ch~ii~ RObett G. Rogers
Ex. Dir.: Robert Vaughan

South Caroil.na Committee for
the Humanities

P.O. Box

Qolum~i,,

the Humanities

Broad~ay Buildingj Suite 900
$alt Lak~ City, UT 84101
801/531-7868
thai.t: R6bett Gi Young
Ex. Dir.: Qelmqnt 0$wal~

Fundacion Puertotriquena de
las J:iumanidades
Apartadq

BYaad~ay

6925
SC 2i260

803/738-1850
Chai.r: Larry Jackson
Ex. pir.! teland coi
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Virgin Islands lfumanitie!;
council
P.O. Box 1829
st. Thomas, Vt 00801
809/776~4044

Chair: Ruth Moolenaar
E~. Dir.: Oavig J. Barzelay
Washington Commission for
the Humanities
107 Cherry, Lowman Building
Sl1i te 3li
Seattle, WA 98104
2 0 6/ 6 8 2 ,,..1 7 7 0

Chaic: Donn~ Ger~tenberger
Ex. o it.: Hi<lde van ouym
Humanities Foundation of
West V,i~ghri~
Box 204
institute, WV 25112
•.

~04/768-8869
Ch~i~: John

w.

~9wley
oa~ghe;ty

Ex. Dir.: chatles

Wi~con~in

lfumanities Committee

716 Lafigddh $tteet
Maq i !39I1, WI 5 :37.0 6

608/262-0706
Ch~i~:

M~~tiQ

~anger

Ex. oit.: Patticia

Ahdet~on

Wyoming Council fot the
iigi_gct_pj.ties
Box 397~, University Station
Lata~i~~ WY 82071-3g12
307/766,.6496
Chair~

C5ris Plant

Ex. Diri.: Dennis

Ft6bi~h
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Publications
The following publications, as weii as a Gomplete li~t of
Federation pqbli¢atibns~ can be obtained by writing to tbe
Federation of State Humanities Couh~iis, 1012 Fourteehth Street
~w , s u it e 12 0 7 , wash i n ~ t e> o , o . c . 2 0 0 0 s .
Celebrate the Constitgtion: A Cfiide to Publi~·p~ograms i~
the Humaniti~~, 1987-1991. Describes model public programs
in four fOtffiats and inclqdes a list 6f scholars from ea~h
state. $6.50 plus $liS0 for po5tage and handling
Public Access tQ the Human.lt.les: )\ CQngress.ional Forum.
Text of an addiess presented by Geq~ge Washington
Unive~sitry philosophy profes~or Petet Caws at a
Co~gt~ssionai Forum on tapitoi Hill, May 1987. $ji50
State .Appropriations fo~ Sta,te Humanities Cou11cils: An
updatei Report on state c6uncils curreotly te¢~iVing funds
ftom their state go@etnfuent.j along witb gtiidelines for
initiating and m~ifitaining relati6ns ~i~h state government.
$3~~0

After NIMP: Automation in the State Councils. $u:r-vey of

computer ha~dwaie and $6ftware n9w in use by indi.vidual
state c9yneil§, along with desc~ipti6ns of several models
of computerized ~~nagement system~. $3.50
Representative

Publi~ H~e1nities

.Programs: 1986 Schwartz
Prize Momineesi Oestriptions by format df the foucteeq
p:r;ojects nominat~d £or-the Helen and Mattin Sthwarti P~ize
1n 19a6. $3.50
Discourse. Bimon~"Qly publication that qiscusses
issues ifi the humanitie~ ~nd pt6vides inform~tion bn state
c::oiJ.ncil projects and Fed~rgti:on activitieiL $8 .00/y~a:r;
tfum~gJties

